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A very special 
atmosphere  

As professional manufacturers and users, we regard awnings as 

more than just sunshades and privacy screens. Awnings create a very 

special atmosphere on patios and balconies. They conjure an ambi-

ence that appeals to the senses, and a world all of its own. Filtered 

light, balmy temperatures and the feeling of being outside and inside 

at the same time offer a unique pleasure that we don’t wish to forego, 

and we want all our customers to be able to enjoy it too.

Here in Ludwigslust we manufacture high-grade awnings and glass 

roofs, which are crafted down to the smallest detail and tailored to 

the requirements of their future owners.

We also work closely with specialist dealers, who deliver our sys-

tems, install them on site and also assume responsibility for servicing 

them on request. Thus all of us do what we do best to ensure that 

our customers can relax and enjoy life outdoors on their patios and 

balconies, simply and safely.

Just 
 enjoy life!

Always happy to be in the midst of things 

– the Lewens management team.  

From left: Dr Clemens Janning

 Götz Albrecht Lewens

 Michael Paulsen 
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“ East or w
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      home is best
! ”

Perfect solutions for young and old, big and small – 

we supply top-class components and high-quality awnings 

as a complete package ready to install.



Always something new 
under the sun

The Lewens world of awnings

Lewens operates as a full-service provider offering the right solution 

to satisfy virtually any customer requirement, from component design 

to finished product. It will even develop a new product if necessary.

We supply hinged-arm awnings and roof-mounted awnings in a 

variety of lengths and widths up to 7 metres, side screen and vertical 

awnings in a host of attractive fabric qualities and designs from 

classic to modern, with or without a valance, and awning frames 

powder-coated in a colour of 

the customer’s choice 

or a textured finish.

These are complemented by an extensive range of accessories, 

from sun and wind sensors via radio remote control and Homecontrol 

to radiant heaters and lighting to make the evenings cosier.

Whether for the patio or garden, for a balcony or loggia, to adorn 

a window or façade, or for a conservatory or restaurant frontage, 

consult our customer advisers about your awning requirements. 

We’ll find the perfect solution for you and your customers.

Did you know  ?
Sunshades have been around since the 

17th century. The term “marquee”, often 

used for a canopy or awning, probably 

comes from the French; legend has it that in 

1750, canopies were erected especially for 

a French noblewoman or “Marquise” when 

she was visiting the army camp where her 

husband was stationed.
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With or without an integral awning, 

glass roofs from Lewens are a sturdy 

and durable option for extending 

the garden season.



Superb attention to detail

Lewens glass roofs open up new horizons

Spending leisure time in the open air whatever the weather is becom-

ing increasingly popular, as is the tendency to regard the patio as an 

outdoor extension of the living room.

The Murano line of glass roofs from Lewens is available in a variety of 

styles and design options. Depending on the snow load zone and type 

of building, single-panel systems up to 7 metres wide and 5 metres 

deep with just two posts are possible.

Our customers will find a broad spectrum of styles, ranging from 

compact, modern structures with posts in line or designed as an 

overhang model to roofs with laterally flush or recessed posts. They 

are available either as a glass roof pure and simple or with an integral 

awning. Side walls are also offered as an optional extra. Since all our 

glass roofs are manufactured to size and are centimetre-accurate, we 

can also produce custom orders for your customers, for example to 

take account of special site conditions.

Our glass roofs are also powder-coated to suit the customer’s prefer-

ence from a selection of hundreds of coatings and textured finishes. 

And for the integral awning on the Murano Integrale, the huge Lewens 

fabric collection provides a host of fabrics to choose from.

Back in the 17th century, structures of wood 

or metal and glass – so-called orangeries – 

were built to overwinter collections of citrus 

trees and exotic plants belonging to princely 

families. As well as being used for this  

purpose they were used to stage banquets 

and other festivities.

Did you know ?

Huge awning panels made of sailcloth are known to have 

formed the so-called Velarium over the Roman Colosseum 

in ancient times. The panels were attached to masts and 

were operated by over 1000 sailors.

Another  
      interest

ing fact:
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18,000 m2 of protection 

from sun and rain

Glass roof manufacture 
Glass roof manufacture is the most 

recent addition to the company’s 

facilities. Precise cutting to size, the 

accuracy of fit of all components 

and the utmost care when assem-

bling the kits are key prerequisites to 

ensure that everything fits perfectly 

when it reaches the customer.

Assembly
At the Lewens assembly stations, 

designed by the company itself, 

the awnings are assembled. This 

work calls for a good eye, dexter-

ity and technical know-how. Here 

computer-aided manufacture 

and precise manual assembly go 

hand in hand.

Order picking / dispatch
Outgoing goods are organised here in such 

a way that everything reaches its intended 

destination. The products are made ready 

for dispatch and then embark, suitably pro-

tected, on their journey 

to the customer.

Order intake
Here ten friendly customer advisers take 

orders and handle enquiries expertly, reli-

ably and speedily to ensure that the prod-

ucts ordered reach the client as quickly 

as possible.

Warehouse and cutting
The profiles for our products are stored here 

in high-bay racks so as to be quickly avail-

able at all times for cutting and production. 
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Powder coating 
This facility was commissioned by Lewens 

in 2011. In the ultra-modern powder coat-

ing plant, hundreds of coatings and tex-

tured finishes are available to choose from.

The 21 most attractive of these are applied 

as standard to the finished awnings and 

glass roofs, without any additional charge.

Making-up department 
In this department, the lengths of fabric 

are measured, cut, sewn and bonded 

using the latest technology. Before 

the awning fabrics are fitted, they are 

checked again by hand and visually to 

ensure that there are no flaws in the 

material, and that the lengths match 

and are of the correct dimensions.

Parts production
The parts production department is where 

the hinged arms unique to Lewens are con-

structed among other components. Know-

how, attention to detail and the correct use 

of materials are imperative. Every component 

is important and must fit – not roughly, but 

with absolute precision.

Technology 
and design 
First comes the technical design, 

the drafting and accurate calcu-

lation of the exact dimensions 

and functions. Computer-aided 

design, experience and imagina-

tion come together here.



“Creating a bespoke product 
without precision is like taking aim 

without a sight.”



Perfect quality up close 

Lewens hinged arms
Lewens hinged arms were developed by the company. Their internal 

cables and tension springs are under extremely high tension. They 

are the key feature of our awnings, which have been impressing cus-

tomers for many years by their quality, reliability and long service life. 

The double cables in the central arm hinge even comply with aircraft 

quality standards. Plastic sheathing prevents the cables from becom-

ing soiled and protects them against corrosion as a result of exposure 

to the elements, achieving a threefold increase in their service life.

Powder coating 
In the ultra-modern powder coating plant, the metal components 

acquire their distinctive look and chosen colour. Hundreds of coatings 

are available to choose from, with the most attractive 21 offered as 

standard for finished awnings at no extra charge. The high-quality 

powder coating is especially UV- and weather-resistant, and is more 

durable than most liquid paints. The coatings are baked at 200 degrees 

Celsius. Residues are disposed of without any harmful environmental 

impact, as the waste water does not enter the sewage system.

Making up 
We use the latest sewing techniques to obtain distortion-free seams 

as well as ultrasonic bonding to make up the awning fabrics, which 

are laid out flat (without folds) in the process. Secure backstitching, 

also with optional ultrasonic bonding, is used in the making-up 

process. The awning and valance are produced from a single 

fabric length to guarantee an identical pattern repeat. 

Lewens awning fabrics are impregnated to make them 

water- repellent and resistant to soiling.

Did you know ?
The biggest functional hinged-arm awning 

in the world was constructed for advertising 

purposes for the R+T 2009 trade show. 

Covering an area of 105 m2, the massive 

sunshade could be seen from aircraft flying 

overhead. However, the world’s biggest 

shading system is the moon when it is 

aligned between sun and earth.





Precision and technology  

In addition to the use of high-grade materials and well-conceived 

designs, the main reason why our products work perfectly is the 

precision achieved in cutting and parts manufacture. We use com-

puter-aided systems for this, which operate with a high degree of 

accuracy.

Awning assembly
Lewens awnings are put together at assembly stations 

designed by the company especially for this purpose. 

This work calls for a good eye for detail, dexterity 

and technical know-how. Finally, every awning is 

checked and function-tested to ensure that only 

perfect products leave the factory.

Glass roof production
Here, in the latest addition to the Lewens company, all the compo-

nents required for our glass roofs are prepared and put together to 

form construction kits. Since the roofs can only be glazed in situ on 

the customer’s premises, precision in cutting all the parts to size and 

ensuring they fit together is particularly important here, so that instal-

lation can be carried out smoothly and without any hitches.

Order picking and dispatch
Our components, glass roof kits and complete awnings are packaged 

carefully for shipment, so that all products arrive intact at the cus-

tomer’s location. The goods ordered then embark, perfectly protect-

ed, on their journey to specialist dealers or customers in our fleet of 

trucks or via our forwarding agents.



A success story 
“made in Germany”

Business administration graduate Götz Albrecht Lewens established 

Lewens Sonnenschutz-Systeme GmbH & Co. KG in Ludwigslust in 

1998. It commenced operating from a 2000 m2 production facility and 

a makeshift office at his home in Ludwigslust. Götz Albrecht Lewens 

is currently managing director of the company.

Today Lewens has a workforce of 130 people and a production plant 

covering approx. 18,000 m2. High-quality awnings and glass roofs 

are manufactured in a fully integrated process extending from design 

development and making-up of the fabrics to assembly.

At the start of 2011 the company added its own powder coating unit, 

which can now produce hundreds of finishes with and without textur-

ing instead of the customary 3-5 finishes for awning frames. Its new 

glass roof production plant has been operational since 2012.

1998

2012

Just 
 enjoy life!
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2020 ?

enjoy life! “„Just

… our motto
for the future too 

is :



www.lewens-markisen.de

Just 
 enjoy life!

Lewens Sonnenschutz-Systeme 
GmbH & Co. KG

Bauernallee 13
19288 Ludwigslust
Germany

Tel.: + 49 / (0) 38 74 / 25 02- 0
Fax: + 49 / (0) 38 74 / 25 02- 50
  - 51

E-mail info@lewens-markisen.de

How to get to Lewens 

Take the A 24 motorway as far as the 
Ludwigslust exit, then follow the B 106 
to Ludwigslust (approx. 11 km). Head in 
the direction of Techentin, and then take 
the route shown on the map to Bauern-
allee 13.

Or: If coming from the direction of Ham-
burg or Berlin, take the main B5 road as 
far as Ludwigslust and then continue as 
outlined above.
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